The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 




Quentin Cooper : Hello you sexy things,well most of you anyway.Today from the tube to the stars,how the quest for flatter,better televisions may have an interesting spin-off into planetary travel,before that though -sex.There's so many ways I could get into this but,let's keep it simple. 

"Birds do it,bees do it,even educated fleas do it..." But the thing is Bdelloid Rotifers don't do it.They're water borne animals,they're less than one millimetre in size,they're all female,and they've been getting along perfectly well without males for some 40 million years.So well they've diversified into 350 different species. 

"D'you think I'd crumble? D'you think I'd lay down and die? Oh no not I,I will survive...." Stop that,I said,"Let's keep this simple",because the success of Bdelloid Rotifers begs a bigger question.If creatures can survive,thrive,diversify,without sex,then why do the rest of us need it? And by "us" I mean birds,bees,fleas,people with wobbly knees,most of life as we know it.I mean,yes it's fun,but why is sex accepted as such an evolutionary necessity,when for the delectable Bdelloids,it clearly isn't? Well I'm joined from Boston by Matthew Measleson,Messelson I should say,Professor of Molecular Biology at Harvard University and by Doctor Mark Ridley from Oxford's Department of Zoology and author of "Mendel's Demon:Gene Justice and the Complexity of Life". Mark,let's start with that subtitle of yours,"The complexity of life",d'you see that as a consequence of sex,or as a prerequisite for it? 

Mark Ridley : I suspect that we need sex to evolve first before complex life forms can evolve.If we look at simple life forms like bacteria,they mainly reproduce clonely,though they do use sex from time to time,and it's as we see more complex life forms evolving that they are more locked in to sexual reproduction,it's part of the interest of Bdelloid Rotifers showing exclusive cloning is that a Bdelloid Rotifer is quite a complex form of life. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,well I'm going to get on to the Bdelloid Rotifer and it's complexities later,but Matthew Messelson,this business about why creatures have sex,is it really that much of a mystery to biologists,or am I just playing that up? 

Matthew Messelson : Well,we won't really know,until we know the answer to the question.It maybe one of the answers,and there are quite a few floating around,that has already been formulated,but maybe it will be an answer that's a surprise.I would like to redefine the question of why we have sex,or why sex exists.Every once in a while a population loses sex,it happens in lizards,in snakes and insects,not in any warm blooded animals so far as we know yet,but it happens.However the interesting thing is that those populations of lizards or snakes or insects which do become asexual,don't seem to last very long,a few thousand years or tens of thousands of years,and they become extinct,that means that we can ask the question in a more precise way,which is "What goes wrong when sex is lost?",and it goes wrong slowly,it takes a while,what is it that goes wrong? That's the ...that I think is the most precise way to ask the question. 

Quentin Cooper : Even though you have formulated a more precise way to ask the question,it still implies to me that this big basic question of,"Why do we have sex?",there's certainly no clear cut answer that biologists can say "Oh yes,that's an easy one". 

Matthew Messelson : There a two big families of answers plus a little smaller group of rather oddball answers! (Quentin sniggers) the two big answers are one that Mark just gave,is perhaps the oldest,and that is that sex allows evolution or adaptation,really,to proceed more rapidly,and the other however is a different explanation,although in a very fundamental way they are rather the same,two sides of the same coin,and that is that sex is a method of purging the genome of harmful mutations.So those are the two different basic ideas.One to speed up the rate of adaptation,two to purge the genome of deleterious mutations. 

Quentin Cooper : But Mark Ridley,it may speed up the rate of mutation,to have sexual reproduction,but if we reproduce asexually,isn't that more efficient? 

Mark Ridley : It certainly is,and that's part of the problem with both of those theories is that they've not just got to find an advantage,for sex,they've got to find a huge advantage for sex! (Matthew sniggers) They've actually got to find a two-fold or more than two-fold advantage for sex,because clonal reproduction,is inherently twice as efficient a way of reproducing as sex is. 

[I wonder if the bible-bashers can account for why God made Adam and Eve have sex,if cloning is twice as efficient? -LB] You just have to think about a sexual pair.They'll produce sons and daughters,in equal proportions in equal proportions,but only those daughters really produce offspring in the next generation.Compare that with a clonal form,which produces all daughters,all of whom reproduce in the next generation.So cloning is twice as efficient a way of reproducing. You can sort of see how absurd or crazy sex is,if you think of an analogy with the way we transmit information,in human culture.In human culture we transmit information like we're broadcasting from this programme now.Now in sexual reproduction in life,there's also information being transferred that's DNA information being transferred from parent to offspring. 

[This means that evolution is happening in principle,whether or not anyone happens to believe it,I really wonder how any non-evolutionary argument stands up when DNA is a known fact,and evolution happens by default via DNA.It's absurd to claim evolution isn't happening - LB] Now if we wanted to reproduce information sexually in human culture,we'd have to do some really goofy things.Like to broadcast this programme,we'd broadcast it not once,but twice,maybe back-to-back,and our unfortunate listener would pick half the minutes at random from the first broadcast,and listen to them and ignore the rest,and then listen (Matthew sniggers) to the complementary half of the minutes for the second broadcast and ignore the rest so it would take twice as long to broadcast the same amount of information,and that's the problem that we face in trying to account for sex. 

Quentin Cooper : I should say at this point that this programme is on FM only,so don't go flicking around to long wave to try that as an experiment! But Matthew what you said as well earlier,about the possibility of purging out diseases,that implies that the...what's driving us here,isn't necessarily to have "the most",but to have some kind of safety valve as well.Because the possibility with asexual,is you'll also "the least",because a harmful mutation could wipe out an entire population? 

Matthew Messelson : Yes,or a load of little bitty mutations could wipe out a population over time,that's right. 

Quentin Cooper : But how do you...do we find evidence for is it....I mean one of these theories,or could it both of these theories,or could it be something else again? 

[There is a lesson here for those who think that scientific theories operate in direct opposition to each other and only one can be true.It's possible for two (or more) theories to have a bearing on a circumstance.As is shown here,rate of change,or decreasing mutations,could both be operating with out mutual exclusion.It's obviously possible for two theories to be competing,but it's not necessarily the case -LB] 

Matthew Messelson : Well,if it weren't for the Bdelloid Rotifers,I would answer your question by saying the only way we'll get evidence is by constructing theories and then measuring things out in the real world,and comparing them with the theories,and that's been going on for a long time,and it has so far not led to any clear cut answer.The Bdelloid Rotifers,if it's really correct,as we now think it almost certainly is,stand out as an astonishing exception,what John Maynard Smith has called "an evolutionary scandal" in that ,when they lost sex,instead of dying out within a few thousand years,they seem to have gone right on for maybe 50 or 100 million years.In other words whatever it is that goes wrong,when sex is lost in other creatures,didn't go wrong.So that means that there's something about the Bdelloid Rotifers,if only we knew what it was,that might tell us why sex exists. 

[Do we really know that the lost sex,and that it isn't possible they never had it in the first place? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : But Mark Ridley though,Matthew's making a big case here for the Bdelloid Rotifers,but microbes and plants and other living things,they reproduce without sex,so why are the Bdelloids such an integral part of this big question about why sex exists? 

Mark Ridley : Well for me,it's because they are a relatively complex life form.If someone showed that a bacterium or microbe reproduced exclusively clonally,I'd not be too challenged by that,or surprised by it,because the mutation rates are relatively low in microbes,because their genomes are small,and probably their parasite - host relations are relatively tame.But as life evolves to become more complex,genomes get bigger,there's more DNA,that mutation rates almost automatically go up,and there are forms that are about as complex as Bdelloid Rotifers,flies and worms maybe,that seem to have mutation rates that demand that they reproduce sexually,and yet as Matthew says,Bdelloids and equivalently complex forms,get away with it somehow.So we suspect maybe they've got some way of dealing with harmful mutations that the rest of us don't have,or maybe they'd got some way of dealing with infectious disease that the rest of us don't have,that of course makes them a beautiful system for investigating theories of sex.They are a real challenge to it. 

Quentin Cooper : Matthew,you have to be certain in all this that they are reproducing asexually,because I seem to remember that there have been other creatures which biologists have said "they are reproducing asexually.... 

Matthew Messelson : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : ...and then they've gone "Er,actually no they're not,they're just doing it very quietly when no one's looking"? 

Matthew Messelson : Yes,that's right.We could still be wrong.The facts are these.First of all Bdelloid Rotifers were first described by Lewinhook,when he invented the microscope,so it's a pretty long time ago,and they have been looked at not only by professional biologists,but by amateurs,because they are so beautiful to watch,for what? Nearly...roughly 300 years,no one has ever seen a male,no one has ever seen a hermaphrodite,and one has looked to see if they have meiosis,they don't.So we started with those observations,let's call those "classical biological observations",and then we invented a molecular way of asking whether they have had any sex ever.A sensitive way that would reveal even one or two rounds of sexual reproduction every 100 million years,and so far as we can see,the answer is they haven't But there are a few possible ways that we could be wrong,and two of those we are now trying to nail down The journals tell you that you must not talk about your results until they have been accepted,until they are published (sniggers) so we can't do that! But we think that we have additional evidence,in addition to what has been published,so we're pretty sure.One is never really certain of anything in science,but how would you say? I would be willing to stake quite a bit that the Rotifers really are an exception. 

Quentin Cooper : But are there any clues as to how they are being so successful in the absence of males,in the absence of sexual reproduction? 

Matthew Messelson : Well,there are some clues.One theory,as we've both mentioned is that sex exists to purge the genome of deleterious mutations.So one could say,"Well maybe Bdelloids have a much lower mutation rate.Well they don't,we've looked at that.What do we mean by that? We mean the rate at which DNA nucleotides change,which is a very low rate,but the Bdelloids seem to have the same rate as everybody else more or less.There's another kind of mutation.The insertion of what most of us believe to be genetic parasites.We think that we are just ourselves and there's no other little creatures,unless you have worms or something,living inside of us.But in a sense there are other little creatures living in our genes 

[And I suppose the bible bashers would confer a "soul" on those too?! -LB] of all places,in our DNA.This human genome that has been almost entirely sequenced just recently,is made up to a very large degree,at least 50% and maybe more,there's still argument over that,of little jumping genes,little pieces of DNA that can make copies of themselves,or can themselves jump,and insert themselves in other places in our chromosomes,so that they can reproduce faster than our chromosomes do,and that's how they spread through sexual populations. 

[In some sense this is a "creature",but most would reckon it to be little more than a bit of complex chemistry.In taking advantage or "being part of" our own system,there is no reason to suppose that we are anything different from it,and thus on a sliding grey scale,we are just the same organic chemistry.There is no reason to suppose we have a "soul" or any other immaterial quality anymore than the jumping genes do.What we may have that they might not,is qualities that emerge from our complexity,and it is these "emergent phenomena" that have abstract tags like "soul" and "mind" attached to them.We certainly do not need to enter supernatural realms to account for these things -LB] It maybe that somehow sex exists to protect us from those genetic parasites,that's a possibility,and there are many other possibilities! (sniggers) 

[Incidentally,in this PC age of obsession with offensive terms "sniggers" is only one letter away from an offensive term,and yet is inoffensive,another indication of the absurdity of getting hyper about which letters appear in a word.It is the context and use of the word that is derisive,not the word itself -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Well I think that leads me to a final thought which I think you are going to give short shrift to,both of you,which of course is that you know,asexual reproduction, cloning is now something humans are beginning to be able to achieve through biotechnology 

[This week it was announced that the creators of "Dolly the Sheep" have used a more accurate method to clone two lambs -LB],you don't see it catching on,and us going the way of the Bdelloid Rotifers? 

Matthew Messelson : Aahhhh,when people ask why does sex exist,they are usually men who are asking this question,if they weren't men,they might say "Why do men exist?" (sniggers) "Why do males exist?" ,because if we go to cloning,we still have in a sense a female line,at least if we're producing eggs,I shouldn't say cloning,but if produce eggs that don't need to be fertilised,that's the loss of sex,and that's what that really is the loss of,is not females,but males. 

[This indicates that the default category is female,as with bees and aphids etc who are "sisters" and contrary to the biblical accounts of Eve being made from Adam,biology suggests that the patriarchal model is grossly in error,and in fact man is borne of woman.It is man that has an extra chromosome to chose maleness over femaleness,if any spiritual metaphor fits life as biology describes it,it is a the pagan Earth Mother,not a patriarchal Victorian father figure -LB] I'm sort of teasing here.... 

Quentin Cooper : No but what you're saying is yes,exactly it's easy under...from this logic to conclude that you have to have females but you don't have to have males at all? 

Matthew Messelson : I'm afraid that's true! Half your listeners may now switch off, but...! 

[Not me,I'm a progressive guy! -LB] (all snigger) 

Mark Ridley : I think there's one argument inherent to what we've been saying,suggesting cloning is not such a good idea,and that's that if cloning is twice as efficient as sex as a way of reproducing,then sex probably has a compensating two-fold advantage in the quality of the offspring that come out,and if we were to go in for cloning,we would lose that two-fold advantage in the average quality of the offspring,whatever it is. 

[I might not here for anyone who think cloning is "evil" that the Bdelloid Rotifers are a living example that it isn't -LB] So in cloning you might be consigning your offspring to have twice as many deleterious mutations in them,and twice as likely to die of genetic disease,or maybe they'd be like twice as likely to die of infectious disease if the parasitic theory is correct. 

Quentin Cooper : There's no possibility that these creatures that have evolved asexual reproduction,the reason that they become extinct is they just lose the will to live without sex!? (all snigger) 

Matthew Messelson : Heh heh I don't know much about will. 

Mark Ridley : Yes there's no mechanism in the theory of evolution for that theory to work! 

Quentin Cooper : It wasn't perhaps me at my most scientific! (Mark laughs) But Doctor Mark Ridley and Professor Matthew Messelson,many thanks,and Mark Ridley's new book "Mendel's Demon", 

[That's perhaps a prepossessing title for those who think evolutionary theory is the work of the devil! -LB] should be asexually reproduced in large numbers by August. Last week's Material World looked at the past,future and science of salt,now although our guests were pillars of salt wisdom,we had lots of Emails and letters since,seeking answers to other "salty" questions.Among the most popular are two,well two and a half,sent in by Alan Woodham from Plymouth. "Why is it that a shipwrecked person cannot survive by drinking sea water? As a child I was told this would make you mad,but it may just have been a scare story.Is it possible to drink just enough sea water,to survive,but avoid whatever problems the salt causes?And how do fish and mammals such as whales survive by drinking sea water? Assuming that whales drink?" 

Quentin Cooper : Of course whales drink,don't they? On the line is one of our guests from last week,Dr Jim Thomas from Sheffield University's Department of Chemistry.Jim? 

Jim Thomas : Hi! 

Quentin Cooper : So what happens when humans or fish or whales sup sea water? Jim Thomas : Well,we should break that down into a few things.To start off with,with humans I guess.If .....any salt water if you drink that it's bad for you because your body's just not adapted to it 

[Sodium and Chlorine are two of the most poisonous substances,oddly combined we add the compound Sodium Chloride to a lot of our food -LB].I mean it comes down to the same argument that I mentioned last week about how salt is a preservative.If you drink salt water,eventually the salt finds its way into you blood stream,and your salty blood will actually draw water out of the cells of your body making them more dehydrated 

[Perhaps this is why there is the urge to drink after eating salty food? -LB],and the only way that the body can remove the salt is by diluting it in urine,so both mechanisms end up with more water being drawn out of the body than actually being put in,so it's not a very good idea to drink salt water full stop. 

Quentin Cooper : But what if you...or Alan Woodham for instance the person who wrote in,were shipwrecked and he had a limited supply of fresh water,could he eke it out by mixing in some sea water? 

Jim Thomas : Well there's a story of a French doctor called Alain Bombard that's quite well known,and he was in exactly that situation,and he basically tried a few scientific tests,I guess on himself,while he was in that situation. 

Quentin Cooper : When you say "was in that situation",what on Earth situation was he in? 

Jim Thomas : He was shipwrecked... 

Quentin Cooper : Aah, right. Jim Thomas : ....and he was shipwrecked on a raft for 63 days in fact,and survived,I mean it's quite a well-known story,and his account of his survival has been published.But he reckons that after a few tests on his own body,so to speak,in that situation,that if you don't drink more than 32 ounces 

[We've gone METRIC for Pete's sake,and it's especially out of order seeing as though it's a French doctor being spoken of,since as far as I am aware,the metre definition is held in France -LB] per day,you can actually survive.I mean that's a bit,well not exactly scientifically tested,but it worked for him,should I say,so... 

Quentin Cooper : I hope he got a Nobel prize for employing scientific methodology in adverse circumstances. 

Jim Thomas : He's certainly a very brave person to do that. 

[Or stupid -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And briefly then,how is it that fish and whales get by in and on sea water? 

Jim Thomas : Well,there's two parts to that really,one is to retain as much water as possible, and one is to get rid of the salt. Fish have basically a waterproof skin,so they're a bit like a balloon filled with water.The fresh water that's in there doesn't get out.The gills have little cells on them,which are able actually to excrete salt,so the water that passed over the,the salt is removed,and the other final thing is that the kidneys are adapted so that their urine is very concentrated,so they don't lose much water that way as well. 

[More evidence of evolution -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Right,so they need to have fresh water,but the way they get fresh water isn't directly from the sea water? 

Jim Thomas : Exactly. Well it is in the way that they do actually have...they take in salt water...sea water,and remove the salt from it 

[An on-board desalination plant -LB],using their specially adapted gills.I mean the situation is a little bit more complicated with whales and mammals,aquatic mammals,because they haven't got gills,and it turns out,from simple calculations that a lot of their water comes from what they eat.So you know,carnivore whales like humpback whales and seals and things like that,are able to extract a lot of water from things like herring that they eat,and also when they break the food down,that actually produces as a side-product,water,and they retain that. 

[If they do it and we don't,another adaptation,more evidence of evolution and adaptation.How much more evidence is needed for the nay-sayers? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Right,so the herring filter it and the whales eat the herring... 

Jim Thomas : Exactly! 

Quentin Cooper : ...okay Jim Thomas,many thanks for making those salient saline points. Now,do not adjust your set,or then again do. (Sound of TV switching channels) Whatever's on television,what "what's on"s on,if you see what I mean tends to be a rather substantial box.Simply because there has to be room behind the screen for the large Cathode Ray Tube,which produces the picture.Now for years, rival TV manufacturers have been looking for smaller,more energy efficient alternatives to the bulky tube,which would open the way not only to flatter,better tellys,but to high definition screens for laptops,visual displays on mobile phones and even saints preserve us,wrist watch televisions.There are various competing technologies out there,Liquid Crystal Displays,light emitting polymers,plasma displays,but the one we're about to stare at more than Sunday's Euro 2000 final 

[Speak for yourself,my TV has been off the whole time -LB] is field emissions,which have also some interesting possibilities that go far beyond television,in fact they go far, far beyond Earth. Doctor Ejaz Huck is principle scientist at the Central Microstructure Facility at the Rutherford- Appleton Laboratories,and Doctor Peter Wilshaw is from the Department of Materials at Oxford University.Peter Wilshaw before we get on to the applications for TVs or anywhere else,what is or are,field emissions? 

Peter Wilshaw : Okay well,there's an effect called "field emission" whereby when you apply a strong electric field to a solid at room temperature,you don't have to heat the material,the string electric field,actually pulls the electrons out of the material into the vacuum so that they're free to move around,in the vacuum. 

Quentin Cooper : Any solid,any electric field? 

Peter Wilshaw : Erm, well it depends! If you take a typical metal,then the amount of electric field that you need is really huge.For example,you need about a billion volts per metre to take a typical electron out of a typical piece of metal. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,and how are electrons coaxed out of metals,I presume it is in a traditional cathode ray tube? 

Peter Wilshaw : Okay,well what's er...happens in a traditional CRT,cathode ray tube,is you have an effect called "thermionic emission" ,and in thermionic emission,what you do is you actually heat the metal,and the idea there is that you give the electron so much thermal energy,that they overcome the barrier to move into the vacuum,simply by the heat they've got. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay so that sounds a perfectly decent way,given that you have to have these enormous electric fields,you've found a way to side-step that by boiling off electrons,why the search for a different way of doing it? 

Peter Wilshaw : Well,CRTs work very well,everybody is happy with the quality of the picture they get on the television..... 

Quentin Cooper : If not the programmes..yes? 

[You mean like Euro 2000 and **** Wibble-d- on? -LB] 

Peter Wilshaw : ....if not the programmes! But the trouble is the bulk 

[I thought current consumption was a problem? -LB] associated with a television,and people now want to go to bigger televisions,you want to have a television that's a metre across,you want to have a television that you can hang on the wall,and in fact there's no way you can do that,if you have the thermionic emission for the electrons,because if you've got the thermionic emission for the electrons,because it's hot,essentially you can only have one source,and if you only have one source,you have to have a beam of electrons coming from the single source that sweeps across the front of the picture and actually produces the light,and it's the fact that you have to sweep the beam that gives the cathode ray tube such depth and makes it bulky. 

[For those worried about cell phone radiation,TV sets are chucking out electrons into the phosphors in the direction of your face,so to do computer VDUs,and that radiation is in the form of a single continuous beam,rather like a laser emanating from the end of a pointer,this is scanning across and down so fast that you do not see each dot on the screen light up,partly because of the retention of vision in the eye (which doesn't pick up the 50-60Hz flicker in household lightbulbs for the same reason) and partly because of the retention in the phosphor. No one as yet has had "eyeball cancer" or "face cancer" through using these products,even though in the case of VDUs the face can be in the region of 60-90cm from the screen -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And now Ejaz Huck,I should ask at this point,are some materials happier to give up their electrons than others? 

Ejaz Huck :Yes, essentially what we do is describing...you apply an electric field to extract electrons from the conduction band,if you like,of material,and metals are very good,they give off electrons quite easily,and there are materials like Caesium,which give off electrons even at lower potentials.But there's interesting material like diamond,which has other advantages,like they're chemically inert,wear resistant,good thermal conductors etc. 

[I should note here that diamond is a crystal of carbon,and has a three-dimensional lattice structure,and it is it's atomic structure as a crystal that give it "special properties",no other means of discernment confers special properties.Ie it does not have "auras" and will not give up electrons when one chants mantras over it.Further - the new isotope C60 which also has a 3D structure similar to the seams on a football may also be implicated in materials research if diamond is on the cards (See buckball.html @xoom). C60 has "special properties" which go further than diamond,and it to does not have them ordained via belief systems -LB] And the fundamental problem with diamond is,with that with all its advantages is that it is an insulator after all.So the question is how do you manage to get electrons into its conduction band,and you do that by putting a thin coat of diamond on a metal,and get the free electrons from the metal,into the diamond through a tunnelling processes,a quantum mechanical tunnelling process,and then get it out off the diamond surface. 

[The "tunnel diode" exploits the same mechanism,and contrary to those who do not like statistics or chance,the sheer fact is that these materials only function because a deterministic statistical process allows electrons to be where in essence they should not be.They have a certain statistical chance of being somewhere else,and it is this freedom that allows them to "tunnel" -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Yes I think there's a brand of computer monitor with the word "diamond" in the title,but I've a feeling that it's not because they used diamonds necessarily,all the way in the process.So if these electrons are being...not boiled off,but if they're being sucked off,

[I'll refrain from saying "lucky electrons"! That's one reason perhaps why we need sex and aren't asexual! -LB] removed in some way,how are they replenished? Because you don't keep have to keep going in and changing your tube? 

[That's possibly why Bdelloid Rotifers are asexual!] 

[They have places called "power stations" these days Quentin! -LB] 

Ejaz Huck : No if it's connected to an electric circuit and that circuit sort of replenishes the electrons which are lost or extracted from the material. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,simple electricity.Okay well having established what this technology is,now the point is you both use it very differently,so Ejaz I'll get on to how it's central to your work in a minute,but Peter,how do you turn these field emissions - we've established that the cathode ray tube has it's problems,because you've got this scanning thing -...... 

Peter Wilshaw : Right. 

Quentin Cooper : ...how does having field emission get round that? 

Peter Wilshaw : Right. Well what's happened is that recently people have developed ways of generating these enormous electric fields in very compact regions rather simply 

[Look out for a "field emissions" scare in the media in your area coming soon! -LB]. And so what this allows you to do now,is actually make an electron source,which you don't have to heat,and what's more these electron sources can be incredibly small,and so rather than having a cathode ray tube,with a single source where it produces an electron beam that is scanned,you're now in the position whereby you can put a source of electrons behind each point on the picture of the screen,and this way you can build up an image,by switching the individual sources of electrons,one source for each point of the screen,on and off,independently. 

[It might be that such screens would be safer in terms of the radiation,since there is no need for an intense beam,but alternately with billions of volts involved in producing the field,it might be swings and roundabouts.It just goes to show that nothing is truly "safe",and that the only reasonable things to do is risk assess,which necessitates being numerate and understanding chance -LB] And in this way the sources can be put right up against the screen,and so the distance between the sources and the screen is only a millimetre say,and the whole display only has to be a few millimetres thick. 

Quentin Cooper : Is it in a very crude sense,like that...there's an advert where they make up a picture from tens of thousands of television pictures,you know and the screen pans backwards,is it almost like that,you're using each one of these as an individual,effectively an old cathode ray tube? 

Peter Wilshaw : That is a very good analogy yes. 

[I thought that it wasn't thermionic emissions in the case of the new screen,in which case it's not like a lot of CRTs -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Oh good,I'm glad of that! (laughter) But if you've also...if that analogy holds true then,isn't there the possibility that little bits of your screen could go on the blink,and you're going to have a real problem with repairs with your multi-celled television. 

[Another role for statistics- if the field emission is now better than CRT as a technology then by having the multi- celled screen you increase the chances of failure by the number of pixels,which quite a large number.On the other hand,a CRT once failed is as dead as a dodo without it's main beam,the mutli-celled TV could continue to be watchable with a few pixels missing,however annoying it might be -LB] 

Peter Wilshaw : Erm,yes and I guess it's the same as if you had a computer,if a little bit of your computer goes on the blink,you tend to throw the whole thing out,and it would be the same with one of these displays. 

[That's only because of our ignorant culture and mentality towards throwing away rather than fixing and recycling.Many small problems can be fixed in electronic goods,though the problems got worse,since off-the-shelf parts have been replaced with specially engineered VLSI chips.It becomes necessary if fixing anything to replace a whole circuit board,since surface mounted chips require special desoldering equipment,and are more liable to be damaged by amateur replacement.If one gets a flat tyre on a vehicle,one does not throw the vehicle away,one repairs the puncture -LB] So what you are really wanting is for every one of these field emitters to work adequately for the entire life of the display,and that is actually one of the problems with the technology at the moment,it's actually in generating the emitters with a sufficient life time. 

Quentin Cooper : Because this has clearly got to be an effective mass production technology,if it's be in homes all across the world? 

Peter Wilshaw : It does indeed. 

Quentin Cooper : And how small are these emitters that we're talking about? 

Peter Wilshaw : Well,the whole emitter structure itself can be as small as a micron,and the region...the tip of an emitter,these things have to be very sharp to get the high electric field 

[I may be wrong,but it would seem that if there is a tip,that the tip could "wear out" and the field strength reduced,suggesting that the picture will lose quality.Perhaps this is why Ejaz referred to diamonds capacity for wear and tear? -LB] is of the order of 5 nanometres,so that's 5 billionths of a metre across.So the answer is really rather small indeed. 

Quentin Cooper : Now all this leads to flatter TVs I can see,but how does it lead to better TVs? What's better about the picture? 

Peter Wilshaw : Well arguably,the picture you would get from a field emitter display would be very similar to the display you would get the display you get from a cathode ray tube,and the real advantage is simply that the display is thinner.Now this does allow you to go to much bigger displays,and it also has the advantage that they consume less power 

[I knew current consumption would be in there somewhere -LB] because you don't actually have to have a heated filament at the back of them. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,Ejaz Huck,you're a space scientist,now your interest in this isn't just having something nice for the astronauts to wash 

[Wash? -LB] that's compact on space missions is it? What...how does space technology tie in here? 

Ejaz Huck : Again I mean,because the small size and low power consumption of these field emitters,they're ideal candidates for wide-ranging applications,including space,and to give you a specific example,I could think of ion engines,that people are you know,looking at,and they are employing ion engines,for deep space missions. 

Quentin Cooper : Now are these the "ion drives" that are a favourite of science fi...just as much actually as flat screen televisions are,but you often here about you know "crank up the ion drive captain",so this is now becoming a reality? 

Ejaz Huck : It is a reality,indeed,in fact,in 1998,NASA sent the first Deep Space 1 mission, which used an ion propulsion system,which was an ion drive. 

Quentin Cooper : "Deep Space" they're even nicking titles from Sci-Fi as well,that's terrible! (laughter) 

[I think you'll find that most Sci-Fi has it's ideas based in real science,and that the plagiarism is either the other way around or mutual -LB] But how...so how does the ion drive work then? 

Ejaz Huck : Erm well essentially a stream of electrons (indistinct) rather than hitting a phosphor screen on a television,it actually collides with xenon gas,and one...whereupon one electron from a xenon atom is stripped from its outer shell,converting the xenon atom into an ion. 

Quentin Cooper : We should mention and ion is an atom that has lost or gained one or more electrons. 

Ejaz Huck : Yep,indeed yes,and at the rear of the ion engine a metal grid charged by solar power,then extracts these ions,or pulls these ions and they come out of the other end of the space craft,creating a thrust in the other direction. 

[I only have one problem with this.If such an engine is for deep space,where in deep space do you expect to get solar radiation? -LB] So the space craft is moved in the opposite direction,while the ion is ejected in the other. 

Quentin Cooper : But I can't imagine...when I was talking to Peter we weren't worried about the screen being blown away by the enormous power of these ions hitting the screen,so how much power are we talking about being generated here? 

Ejaz Huck : Not a lot. 

[I imagine that the ion drive was not used until the craft was out of the Earth's atmosphere and gravity.The huge power associate with rockets is only needed to break the Earth's pull.Once beyond that huge speeds can be attained with low power as long as one is willing to accept a low acceleration,it's rather like kicking the floor on a skateboard with next to no friction. This question illustrates one of the mistakes made by those not versed in the sciences.That if an effect works in one place,it must act exactly the same in another context,what might be termed "mis-transposition" of an idea. This often happens with respect to things like "polarity", "relativity" (used to refer to values,instead of physics) and a lot of ideas in evolutionary biology.Notably terms are plagiarised from science and used in pseudo scientific terms such as "energies" or "fields" which are used inappropriately and inexpertly to refer to things which do not have the capacity of those terms by people seeking to con others into thinking what they're saying has credence. It's odd that this happens in combination with a public mistrust of science,since one would have thought that use of such terms would have conferred doubt,not trust -LB] Although the exhaust velocity if you like,is very high,where we are talking about maybe 30km per second,but then the thrust is quite small.I mean it could be a hundredth of a pound. 

[Arrrrgghh one of the main things I was taught in physics was not to mix units.Work in metric or imperial,but no both simultaneously! I know thrust is normally measured in pounds,but come on get real let's drop this antiquated imperial measure,then perhaps mistakes wouldn't happen by translating between units,or using them both at the same time ! -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : But isn't that...if you're trying to escape from Earth's gravity,which is what you have to do with a space probe,isn't that rather important to get a lot of thrust? 

Ejaz Huck : Er,no the space craft is actually launched not by this mechanism,but it is launched by some other mechanism. 

Quentin Cooper : Ahh! 

[That was relatively obvious wasn't it ? -LB] so you're... 

Ejaz Huck : So you're out into the space,into the space already,and then.... 

Quentin Cooper : So conventional rocket fuel gets you into orbit,and then from orbit off you go to Mars or wherever? 

Ejaz Huck : Indeed,indeed,and the propulsion is used for orbital corrections of space crafts or vibration analysis....isolation,or scientific... 

[Question: If rocket power is used to get it into orbit and the ion drive is used to get to a planet,what is used to slow it's descent if it enters the other planet's atmosphere? A parachute? More rockets? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And are you confident that in the near future we will see more missions powered by ion drives? 

Ejaz Huck : Oh absolutely,absolutely,I mean there will be concentrations of small space crafts,which are now called the "pico" satellites or the "femto" satellites 

[Making reference to the measurement units having those prefixes,indicating the size of the craft,but not literally - LB],which will be there for scientific investigations etc. 

Quentin Cooper : We've had "nano" on here,and Peter how confident are you that we're going to see these field emission display televisions replacing the widescreen as every high street retailers favourite item? 

Peter Wilshaw : In every high street retailers favourite item,not very confident. They may happens,they are already there as a niche market,but at this stage it's too soon to say. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay well thank you Doctors Peter Wilshaw and Ejaz Huck, thanks.I am pixellated with facts after that.Next week with Wimbledon in full flow,and summer upon us,well at least at a conceptual level,we'll be looking at how to get the best from our bodies when taking part in sport,and at the complex chemistry involved when the Sun and our skin interact.Sun block you head,but unblock your mind,on next Thursday's Material World. 
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